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Abstract—Synchrophasor based wide area monitoring, 
protection, and control applications are widely used all over the 
world. The latest IEEE synchro-phasor standard C37.118.1a-
2014 provides necessary steady-state and dynamic performance 
requirements for two different application categories namely the 
“Protection (P) Class” and the “Metering (M) Class” [1-2]. 
Satisfactions of these application classes require inclusion of 
digital filters into the standard phasor calculations. Although the 
IEEE standard provides benchmark test cases for dynamic and 
steady state frequency measurements, from application point of 
view, it is essential to understand their applicability for various 
protection and control applications specified by authorities and 
standards such as NERC, BAL-0003-1. The information 
discussed in this paper is useful for users to understand the 
impact of the performance filters introduced in the latest 
synchro-phasor standard applicable for frequency related power 
system applications.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

This section provides a brief introduction to frequency 
calculation methods, performance filters and their intended 
applications. 

A. Power Frequency Calculations  

Power frequency calculations can be performed in many 
different ways. Out of these methods, the zero crossing method 
is considered as the most established method.  However, most 
of the digital fault recorders application uses the rate of change 
of phase angle calculation method for frequency estimations.  
The IEEE synchro-phasor standard C37.118.1a-2014 also 
recommends the same method assuming that the calculations 
are performed in relation to the nominal sampling rates, i.e. non 
frequency tracking calculations.  This method calculates 
frequency deviations with respect to the nominal frequency and 
use to derive the actual frequency and the rate of change of 
frequency calculations.  

B. Performance Classes  

The IEEE synchro-phasor standard provides two filter 
classes P class and M class. The P class has been proposed for 
applications requiring fast response and mandates no explicit 
filtering. The M class has been proposed for applications that 
could be adversely effected by aliased signals and do not 
require the fastest reporting speed.  

C. Impact of Performance Class Filters and Suitability for 
Different Applications  

Filtering methods applied for above two classes are different 
and output response depends on the nature of the filter. Thus, 
the standard recommends careful consideration and analysis of 
application requirements before selecting a suitable filter class.  
In addition, accuracy requirements are different for two filter 
classes. All these factors make the filter selections complicated 
for the end user. 

 

II. SIMULATION BASED INVESTIGATION 

This section of the paper provides the steps involved with 
simulation based investigations carried out to evaluate the 
performance of different class of filters [4], beyond the 
standard frequency requirements. The results from the 
standard test cases are discussed to highlight the application 
challenges. 
 

A. Hardware Test Setup 

Fig.1 shows the test setup used to test and evaluate the 
performance of the PMU.   
 

 
Fig. 1: PMU Test Setup Using a Real Time Digital Simulator 
 

B. PMU Setting 

A setting example for PMU filter class selection including 
other details is shown in Fig .2.   



 

 
 
Fig. 2: PMU Setting Example 
  

 
Fig.3: PMU Utility Software in RTDS  
 

C. PMU Performance Testing Software Program 

The performance of the PMU was tested using the PMU 
utility software available with Real Time Digital Simulator. 
This software tool is capable of generating test signals as per 
the IEEE standard test requirements, read from the actual 
PMU and generate automated reports including PASS/FAIL 
status.  The performance of the frequency measurements from 
the PMU was evaluated for the standard test requirements as 
specified in [1].  

 

D. Frequency Test Results  

The IEEE PMU standard defines two main categories of test 
requirements, namely ‘steady state’ and ‘dynamic’. The steady 
state covers standard steady state conditions under normal 
operating conditions.  The dynamic case covers dynamic 
conditions such as faults, oscillations, etc.   Table-1 and Table-
2 shows the steady state and dynamic performance required 
for the frequency related quantities.  
 



 
 

Table-1: Steady State Test Requirements and Results for frequency Measurements 
 

 
 

Table-2: Dynamic Test Requirements and Results for Frequency Measurements 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig.4: Frequency Measurement Variations for Small Signal Variations 
 

It should be noted that the IEEE standard requirements 
specify the error limitation within +/- 2 Hz and +/- 5Hz 
frequency deviations for “P-Class” and “M-Class” 

respectively.  These requirements are not adequate for some 
special situations and applications such as islanding conditions 
in which frequency goes beyond these limits.    



 
Fig.5: Frequency Variations during Abdominal Conditions  

 

E. Testing for Abnormal Frequency Variations 

In order to evaluate the performance of the PMU based 
frequency measurements during abnormal frequency 
variations beyond the IEEE standard requirements, a 
simulation based investigation was carried out. During this 
testing frequency was varies +/- 25 Hz from the nominal 
frequency.  For both P and M classes, frequency variations 
observed by the PMU were well within the 1% (shown in 
Fig.5).  It should be noted that results for this type of test 
could vary depending on the manufacture even though the 
PMU meets the IEEE requirements.  

 

 

F. NERC Frequency Oscillation Conditions for 
Interconnector 

 
The performance of the PMU was tested for the frequency 
oscillation example provided by the NERC [3].  Fig. 6 shows 
the results observed for both classes of filters.  These dynamic 
conditions are captured under the IEEE dynamic test 
conditions.  The results from the PMU confirmed accurate 
measurements accounting to the standard requirements. 
   
 
 

 
Fig.6: Frequency Measurement Variations during NERC Example  

Frequency 



G. Transient Impact on PMU Frequency Calculations 

As explained in above sections, the frequency measurements 
on PMU are derived from the digital measurements. Transient 
faults and events could lead to numerical errors during 
transient conditions. In addition, P and M class filters may 
also affect the measurements. Thus, the standard recommends 
ignoring few PMU data samples in error calculations and 
applications.  
In order to investigate the transient impact on the frequency, 
simulation based investigation has been carried out.   Table-3 
shows the impact of the filtering on frequency measurements 
during transient conditions due to the numerical calculations.  
 
 

Table-3: Impact of Frequency Calculations due to Filtering 
 

Filter Class Affected Duration 
No filtering 1 cycle 
P Class 3 cycle 
M class 5 cycles 

 
 
As it can be observed from the results, frequency calculations 
are affected by the filtering. Any non-frequency type transient 
conditions could also reflect as a frequency change.  Therefore 
it is recommended to add pick-up delays according to the type 
of the selected application level (i.e. protection or control 
device that uses frequency). 

H. Sources of Errors 

The users should also be aware of sources of errors in 
estimated frequencies.   Sampling within the PMU is done 
based time synchronization (IRIG-B, PTP, etc.).  When 
selecting a PMU, time synchronization should also be 
considered and selected accordingly.   The bandwidth of 
primary sensors such as CCVT and PT should also be 
considered.  Aging effects on primary sensors could lead to 
incorrect measurements.    Secondary level/device errors can 
be compensated by following the manufacturer specific PMU 
calibration procedures. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Applicability of a synchrophasor based frequency 
measurements for power system applications are investigated 
using an industrial PMU implemented with IEEE C37.118 
(2011) capabilities.    Testing was carried out using the IEEE 
standard test conditions including some conditions well beyond 
the standard frequency limits.   Results obtained from this 
analysis showed the impact of the P and M class filtering 
methods and it is recommended to select the type of the filters 
(P/M) based on the application needs and adjust the application 
settings accordingly.  It should be noted that the results for the 
testing carried beyond the standard limits could vary depending 
on the type of the manufacture. Performance under such 
conditions shall be evaluated based on the application 
requirements.  
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